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CHAIRMAN

I was recently asked to explain what LandSAR is or does. My reply was easy; thousands of unpaid
professionals across the country who provide a search and rescue response to the coordinating authorities
whenever and wherever necessary. After the obligatory clarification that we aren’t Police or Coastguard
or military, and the inevitable “Then what is it you do?”, I was able to hit them with the numbers. For the
period 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013 2,897 LandSAR volunteers attended 344 SAROPs contributing 25,823
person hours in the pursuit of saving lives and or assisting the lost, missing or injured. “Wow” was the
response, “I never knew, you should be shouting this from the rooftops.”

My perspective is that last year was another

In March this year the new board

typical year. Thousands of dedicated

combined with management and staff and

volunteers spending incredible hours training

representation from Groups and Police, took

and preparing for the call, supported by

the opportunity to reflect on our strategic aims

hundreds more performing administration

and produced a draft ‘Roadmap’ (pages 22—

duties. So shout we do, and although our

24) for our future. This has been circulated for

neighbours in the SAR sector are well aware

comment and by the end of year 2013 I hope

and appreciative of the services provided,

we will have a universally accepted plan. At

perhaps the wider public is not. Well not yet

the core of the plan we have determined that

anyway.

we need to be fit-for-purpose at all levels of

While last year was typical for the SAR
response it was anything but typical for the
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the organisation and we need to be cognisant
of the challenges around volunteerism.

back office. We ended the year with some

Most of our ‘Roadmap’ contains elements

new personnel on the board, a couple of new

identified previously and these continue to be

employees and a new admin support base in

worked on. Our CEO, Harry has taken many

Christchurch. Our function however remains

opportunities to meet with the Groups and

as it has always been, providing support to

has developed a clear understanding of the

the Groups and individuals who provide the

nature of SAR volunteers and the culture that

search and rescue service to the Police.

exists in our organisation. Our staff continue

25,823

CHAIRMAN

VOLUNTEER HOURS DURING
SAROPS			

to provide the support where and when

As we look forward to the current year we

necessary and board members have been

note that the future of course is unknown and

active in attending meetings and forums where

there will no doubt be many things influencing

possible.

our efforts. Good things such as technological

As an organisation we are taking appropriate
steps to develop a health and safety framework
which should link into our own competency
model. Staff and contractors are also rolling out
modular training which offers support for local
Group training while acknowledging that Groups
themselves are the major provider of training to

innovations and potentially challenging
economic or political issues. What is known
is the volunteer response capability. New
Zealand is extremely fortunate to have such a
dedicated, motivated and highly professional
group of men and women.
DAVE ERSON, Chairman

the volunteers.
I wish to pay respect to all the members of
the board and staff who have retired and
or moved on. These fine folk have made
significant contributions and they should be well
remembered. Equally we should welcome the
newcomers onto board and staff noting they are
all making significant contributions.
We continue to enjoy the welcome support of
the NZ SAR Secretariat and Police for the vital
role we play and I note that all major funding
sources for the coming year have been secured.

Jeremy Beckers

CEO

As I look back over the 2012-2013 year, I see a substantial amount of change in the national LandSAR
organisation, and a substantial amount of improvement. My intention from very early on in this job has
been to focus our efforts as paid staff on supporting the volunteer Groups. Reducing our expenditure on
administration and re-investing this money in Group support, especially training, has been a big focus for
me. To demonstrate the direct and tangible benefit of this, investment in continuation/refresher training will
increase in 2013-2014 by $131,000 (82% increase) over 2012-2013 levels. That buys a lot more training events.

Reviewing all staff roles to ensure they have

supporting Groups, which is what we did.

a clear focus on Group support has also

We’re on the right track to get there in 2013-

been important. Whilst this has caused some

2014 and longer term our prospects are good

disruption at times in service levels to Groups,

to achieve financial sustainability.

it’s important that we go through this change
so we get the right mix of resources focussed
on Group support. 2013-2014 will see us
with a Group Support Manager (Pete Corbett)
focussed on managing the Group support
officers and on managing the training delivery
system. These are key outcomes for us and
need a singular focus.

delivery regime that focuses on the needs
of the volunteer is a complex but achievable
task. And it’s a priority task for us. There are a
large number of moving parts to get meshing
together properly. Everything from funding
to websites to IP licensing arrangements to
demand modelling to procurement contracts

Creating a financially sustainable and stable

to staff role descriptions (and more), need to

organisation is certainly my aim. We didn’t

be sorted out and lined up with each other so

achieve my target of a small surplus in 2012-

that, to the volunteer needing some training,

2013, but if we are going to spend more than

it’s simple, easy-to-find, easy-to-attend and

we earn (and we did) then it’s best we do that

makes them a better SAR volunteer.

by exceeding our budgets for training and
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Creating a stable and productive training

82%

CEO

INCREASE IN TRAINING BUDGET
2013-2014

I’m intending 2013-2014 to be a period of
consolidating our gains. We need to get the
training ’machine’ going really smoothly, we
need to get the Competencies Framework
in place and supported, and we need to
start looking at the longer-term issues such
as demographics and demand for our
SAR services. We have the support and
confidence of our key funding partners, and
as long as we keep focusing on our core
business and being excellent at that, then the
future bodes well for us.
Finally I must thank our funding supporters
for their ongoing support for all you LandSAR
volunteers. NZ Police, NZSAR, Lotteries
Grants Board (Outdoor Safety
Committee), Lion Foundation, Morgan
Foundation, Macpac and Pub Charity
all made contributions to our funding
in 2012-2013. Without this support
we simply couldn’t operate to
support you all.
HARRY MAHER, CEO

Mike King

BOARD, STAFF AND LIFE MEMBERS

Patron
Lieutenant General
The Right Honourable
Sir Jerry Mateparae

BOARD

Dave Erson—Chair

Ron Smith

Greg Bishop—Deputy
Chair and Chair Audit
and Risk Committee

Angus Swainson

Jaimes Wood—Chair
Fundraising Committee

Rex Hendry

Gemma Parkin
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BOARD, STAFF AND LIFE MEMBERS

STAFF

LIFE MEMBERS

Harry Maher—Chief Executive Officer

Roger Barrowclough

Rae Wakefield-Jones—
Organisation Support Officer

Roger Bates

Pete Corbett—Group Support Manager

Tom Clarkson

Roscoe Tait

Mike Ambrose—Group Support Officer
(Lower South Island)
Peter Zimmer—Group Support Officer
(Lower North Island)
Ian Newman—Group Support Officer
(Upper North Island)
Karen Walker—Training Support Officer
(part-time)
Tony Teeling—Project Manager (part-time)
Eric Schusser

Mike King

Jeremy Beckers
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POLICE

It’s great to have this opportunity to thank New Zealand Land Search and Rescue for its outstanding efforts
over the past 12 months. Your contribution has seen many lives saved during this year and your continued
support will result in yet more lives being saved in the coming year. That success is also due to the strong
relationships between agencies working across the sector—and Police SAR could not operate effectively
without the dedicated support of LandSAR’s volunteers alongside that of our other key partners.

The dedication of LandSAR volunteers and

These changes will help to further strengthen

their investment in acquiring the necessary

our collective response to SAR events, and on

skills to assist Police continues to make a

behalf of New Zealand Police, I look forward

very real difference to those rescued and their

to continuing to work together to save more

respective families.

lives into the future.

Against that background, I’m pleased to note

PETER MARSHALL, Commissioner of Police

that the current revision of the Police Search
and Rescue Chapter has addressed the
issues highlighted in the recent search and
rescue review.
In particular, the professional development
of formalised probationary team member,
team member and shortly the team leader
competencies, sets a standard not only for
New Zealand LandSAR volunteers, but also
Police SAR members.
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Penny Barrow

POLICE

The Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) long awaited decision to fund search and rescue training using
the Search and Rescue Adult Community Education (SARACE) model was made and it being administered
by Duncan Ferner at the New Zealand Search and Rescue Secretariat. The new funding method means
training is now required to be tailored more to the need of the search and rescue sector needs and must be
approved by the SAR Management Approvals Committee for all new proposed training.

This year’s training has been a transition

people assisted in 998 LandSAR operations,

period and the amount and quality of training

954 were Category I and 44 Category II.

available to your frontline SAR practitioners
will increase next year. This is clearly
dependant on the entire SAR sector fully
grasping the opportunity to enhance their
respective skills required to be an effective
SAR member in whatever role they have
within the team.
I commend the many hours of commitment
to training required to attain and maintain
the necessary currency that does make the
difference when it comes to actual searches.
The safety of you, our searches in often
challenging terrain and conditions is
paramount in NZLSAR’s and our minds as
a coordinating authority. The Provisional
statistics for the 2012-2013 have seen 1293

The cost of these Land Search and Rescue
Operations was $2,050,807 and 33,280
hours were spent in carrying out these
rescues.
I personally thank every one of you for your
individual contribution to a great collective
team effort. We had many successful
searches during this last year 62 peoples’
lives were saved. This is a very significant
achievement.
I recognise the significant key role your
families play in the hours you all contribute
over and above your normal work to not
only operations but the training involved to
maintain your skills. Without your valued
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POLICE

support these searches and rescues would
not be possible. Your time and dedication is
deeply valued by those you help to rescue
and the New Zealand Police alike.
The new Search and Rescue Management
pilot course ran successfully for two weeks
17-28th June 2013 at the Police College and
will run as the first course proper in June 2014

Dawn Wood

with representatives from the whole SAR
sector eligible. As this was a pilot, participants
were hand selected from mostly within Police
SAR that have a proven SAR experience with
a small number of newer SAR members. We
also had the benefit of an outside expert from
the Australian National SAR Manager’s course
provide independent feedback. The new
Managing the Initial Response Marine course

Penny Barrow

is due to be ready for delivery by the end of
November this year and the Land MTIR is
currently being delivered.
Lastly I would like to wish you all the very
best for the coming financial year and I look
forward to continue working with you and
meeting as many of you as possible.
BRUCE JOHNSON (Mort), National Coordinator
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Mike King

NZSAR

LandSAR New Zealand is a crucial part of the wider search and rescue sector and a highly valued search
and rescue partner. As an organisation you span the length of the country and provide expert land search
and rescue services for most of New Zealand’s landmass. LandSAR is a large and complex organisation
with professional volunteers operating in harsh and unforgiving environments. These factors make it
imperative for LandSAR to continually adapt as an organisation to ensure you are capable of safely
achieving your core mission.

New Zealand Search and Rescue is proud

search and rescue services you have provided

to partner with LandSAR. We are pleased to

to New Zealand.

have the opportunity to financially support
your organisation through the joint service
level agreement. We are also very encouraged
by LandSAR’s continuing evolution, growing

I am very pleased to have this opportunity
to acknowledge the work you do, and to
thank you for your dedication, courage and
commitment to saving lives.

cohesion and emphasis on continual
improvement. As a committed LandSAR

DUNCAN FERNER, Secretariat Manager

partner—it is important to us that LandSAR
is efficient with the resources the government
entrusts to you, that you are able to speak
with one voice and that you continue to
deliver world class land search and rescue
services.
While we still have a number of challenges
ahead, I believe that all LandSAR people can
be justifiably proud of your progress over the
past year and the outstanding quality of the

Eric Schusser
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RESCUE COORDINATION CENTRE
NEW ZEALAND (RCCNZ)

Search and rescue in New Zealand is coordinated by two agencies—the Rescue Coordination Centre New
Zealand (RCCNZ) and the New Zealand Police. Based in its modern operations room in Lower Hutt RCCNZ
is charged with coordinating Category II Search and Rescue responses throughout the 30 million square
kilometres that make up the New Zealand search and rescue region. This area extends from the South Pole
almost to the equator, encompassing half of the Tasman Sea, almost half of the South Pacific Ocean and
many Pacific Island Groups.

The partnership approach across SAR—

RCCNZ remains responsible for the ongoing

sea, air and land—has made further good

administration and maintenance of the

progress this year and the concept of

406 MHz distress beacon database. As at

“One SAR” across the New Zealand SAR

September 2013 there were 38,955 distress

community is really taking hold.

beacons registered with us; an increase of

RCCNZ continues with air observer training
and on-Scene Coordinator workshops and
there has been a lot of progress on the
overall coordination and development of SAR
training. Another great example of this type
of joined up approach is the recent initiative
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almost 9,000 from last year’s report. Personal
locator beacons (PLBs)—mainly used in the
land environment (also used on many small
boats and in some light aircraft) are now over
20,000 on the database so making up over
50% of the registered total.

on having a common set of SAR forms for

In terms of distress beacon use we continue

use in operations and exercises. LandSAR

to see a fair number of activations in the

has very much led the way here. The RCCNZ

land environment. For the year to date (July

operations teams continue to do liaison visits

2013 to September 2013) there have been

into the regions and it has been great to meet

56 distress beacon alerts detected inside

face-to-face so many of the people we would

the New Zealand search and rescue region

often deal with over the ‘phone.

of which 23 were in the land environment.

RESCUE COORDINATION CENTRE
NEW ZEALAND (RCCNZ)

65,971

VOLUNTEER HOURS SPENT IN
TRAINING

This is very similar to the situation for the

We always welcome visits from interested

same period last year. These numbers

Groups to our base in Lower Hutt and can

continue to suggest that the overall rate of

at times respond to specific requests to visit

use of PLBs is declining given that the total

outside our local area to learn from other

number of PLBs has grown so much.

Groups, help where we can and generally

Efforts to continue to improve sector Group’s
knowledge of the Cospas-SARSAT beacon
system continue. We are focusing at present
on work to ensure that the use of distress
beacons is responsible and appropriate.
Careful investigation reveals that there are
very, very few instances where the use of
beacons was not appropriate given the users

foster on-going relationships with the wider
SAR community. We look forward to another
year working safely together in the interests
of those who find themselves in peril while
endeavouring to enjoy the great
New Zealand outdoors.
NIGEL CLIFFORD, General Manager Safety and
Response Services

understanding of their situation at the time.
This is good news but we do need to guard
against over-reliance on alerting and keep a
focus on proper preparation, having the right
equipment and skills and making sure that
activities are well planned taking into account
weather, terrain and all the other relevant
factors. Distress beacons are an emergency
device and should only be used as such;
indeed it is a legal offense to misuse an

Chris Prudden

emergency distress beacon.
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AWARDS AND HONOURS

HONOURS

Dave Saunders (Christchurch)
—Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit
This honour is awarded for achievement
or service to the community, usually in a
national role. Dave received his award for
his services to search and rescue. Dave has
been an active Search and Rescue volunteer
since 1960 and was first appointed as a
Land Search and Rescue Advisor to the New

Ross Gordon (Methven)
—Queens Service Order Companion

Zealand Police in 1973.

This honour is awarded for valuable voluntary

Dave has served for many years on the

service to the community or faithful service to

National Training Committee and was involved

the crown or public sector. Ross received his

in the establishment of Advisor Standards,

award for services to search and rescue.

was Secretary of the Canterbury District

Ross has been involved in SAR for over 33

LandSAR Committee for 42 years and is

years and started his search and rescue

currently secretary to the Canterbury Region

experience as a 13-year-old in Horowhenua

Committee and Treasurer for Christchurch

Search and Rescue in 1972.

LandSAR Group. He is a Trustee for the

Ross subsequently spent 18 years in SAR

CLSAR Trust.

with the NZ Police including time as deputy
national SAR coordinator. He assisted in
the establishment of NZ Land Search and
Rescue (LandSAR) and founded Emergency
Management Ltd which subsequently
became SARINZ (where he still works).
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AWARDS AND HONOURS

HONOURS

Dave Withers (Wairoa LandSAR)
—Queen’s Service Medal
Dave Withers has been the stalwart of Wairoa
LandSAR for over 48 years. Dave has just
stood down as the Chairperson of this highly
effective Group that he established many
years ago. He remains as Patron. Dave was
a founding member of Wairoa SAR in March
1963, and held the role of Chair up to 14

Don Bogie (LandSAR, DOC & MSC)
—Member NZ Order of Merit

September 2011. Five decades as Chair is

Don is a long-term employee for the

quite possibly a record.

Department of Conservation, having working

Over the years (and often all at once) Dave

for them since the 1970's. Over his long

has held multiple roles in his local Group

career Don has made a very significant and

(Advisor, Search Controller, Team Leader,

selfless contribution to the safety of others,

Team Member). Dave established many of

in particular in the areas of alpine rescue and

the SAR infrastructure used today in the

avalanche safety. Don started his involvement

Te Urewera National Park and environs.

in search and rescue when he was a student

He established many of the helipads in the

at Otago University and was a member of

Park, setting up radio repeaters, establishing

the Otago Face Rescue Team, worked as a

effective HQ systems/processes.

mountaineer for DOC at Aoraki/Mt Cook in
the summer of 1978 / 1979 and has been
involved in numerous high profile rescues
(including the rescue of Mark Inglis and Phil
Doole off Aoraki/Mt Cook on
29 November 1982).
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AWARDS AND HONOURS

VOLUNTEER ACHIEVEMENTS
2012-2013

NZSAR AWARDS

SERVICE AWARDS

The NZ Search and Rescue Secretariat

Allan Couch

LandSAR Oxford

22 years

annually awards search and rescue teams and

Keith Theobald

Tauranga SAR

22 years

Harvey Steeds

Turangi SAR

20 years

Richard Todd

Hurunui SAR

20 years

Russell Jamieson

LandSAR Oxford

18 years

Daniel O’Connor

LandSAR Oxford

18 years

Colin Bush

LandSAR Oxford

17 years

Sylvia Donaldson

LandSAR Oxford

17 years

individuals to recognise important contributions
to search and rescue in New Zealand.
A Certificate of Achievement was made to
LandSAR Wanaka and the Wanaka Police SAR
Squad for their efforts during Operation Latta in
January 2012.
Russell (Sherp) Tucker (New Zealand Police)
—Certificate for services to search and rescue

Roger Montgomerie Tauranga SAR

15 years

Douglas Papps

Turangi SAR

15 years

James Bell

Turangi SAR

15 years

Roger Montgomerie Turangi SAR

15 years

ways to assist missing

Alex Fergusson

Hurunui SAR

15 years

people, 49 years ago.

Phil Purchas

Hurunui SAR

15 years

Jeremy Ealam

LandSAR Oxford

12 years

in setting up Tasman SAR, from which

Craig Crosse

Turangi SAR

10 years

many innovative initiatives were born. He

Mel Whiting

Turangi SAR

10 years

formalised debriefs following SAROPs, and

Stewart Barclay

Turangi SAR

10 years

Sherp began his lifelong
passion for SAR, in
particular finding better

At the regional level, Sherp was instrumental

ensured changes were made to reduce the
incidents of people going missing. He was a
pioneer in the use of computer technology
in SAR operations. He was involved in
setting up the training system that was
rolled out to thousands of SAR volunteers
across the country. Many people have been
found because of Sherp’s enthusiasm and
commitment .
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VOLUNTEER ACHIEVEMENTS
2012-2013

SUPREME AWARD

LANDSAR EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Given to an individual or team for an

For an outstanding contribution to search and

outstanding effort during a search:

rescue at a local and regional level:

The Omarama Team for the Palmer Search

Russell Carr

Wakatipu SAR

Alan Gillespie

LandSAR Wanaka

LANDSAR PLAQUES

Brent Martin

Tauranga SAR

For outstanding contribution to search and

Dave Withers

Wairoa SAR

rescue:
Fred Clarkson

Rakaia SAR

Adrian Dance

Central Otago SAR

Michael Firman

North Otago SAR

Cliff Jones

Turangi SAR

MERIT AWARDS
In recognition of a worthy contribution to
search and rescue for over ten years:
Kelvin Cornish

Turangi SAR

Terry Blumhardt

Turangi SAR

Blake McDavitt

Turangi SAR

Pat Banks

Turangi SAR
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3,335

ACTIVITY REPORT 2012-2013

VOLUNTEERS THROUGHOUT
NEW ZEALAND

Activity		
2008/09 2009/10

2011/12

2012/13

Category 1 SAROPs		

173

273

245

409

329

Category 2 SAROPs		

-

4

13

12

15

Volunteers used during SAROPs

1,325

2,432

2,237

3,143

2,897

Volunteer hours during SAROPs

9,420

16,833

20,030

28,370

25,823

330

382

364

681

501

-

2

12

50

36

Persons Rescued		

305

227

136

265

218

Persons Assisted		

-

107

158

352

227

Persons Perished		

12

25

25

38

33

Persons not found		

2

20

4

22

19

Persons “at risk”		
Lives Saved

Non-operational Activity

Note
2011/12

2012/13

Some figures differ from the activity figures

Administration

39,005

32,063

provided by Police NZ. This is due to

SAR Exercises

42,780

36,362

differences in data collection between the

Training

99,459

65,971

organisations.

181,244

134,396

Input Hours

Total Non-Operational
Effort
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2010/11

TRAINING FORMAT

Course Type

# Events

# Volunteers

			

Av Volunteers

Provider

per Course

REFRESHER TRAINING				
Field Refresher

11

148

13.5

SARINZ

IMT Refesher

6

75

12.5

SARINZ

IMTEX

8

144

18

Coyne/Groome

TOTAL

25

367

14.7

FIRST AID TRAINING			
First Aid Refresher
1
15		
240			
16
TOTAL

15

Triple One Care

240

16

CORE TRAINING				
Advanced Rope
1
Rescue

16

16

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

CIMS 4

3

32

10.7

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

Action-Oriented
Team Leader

1

22

22

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

Foundation Rope
Rescue

7

79

11.3

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

SAR Management
Manage Initial
Response
Processing
Wilderness Clues
Searching Suburban
Environment

1

16
		
1
13

16

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

13

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

5

69

13.8

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

4

67

16.8

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

Search Techniques

11

137

12.5

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

Tracking Core Skills

12

267

22.3

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

Tracking in the Wilderness

9

129

14.3

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

Vertical Rope Rescue

1

31

31

Tai Poutini Polytechnic

TOTAL

56

878

15.4

GRAND TOTAL

96

1485

15.4
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LANDSAR ROADMAP
2013-2014

PROVIDING SEARCH AND RESCUE
SUPPORT FOR THE LOST, MISSING
AND INJURED
The LandSAR Board, Group representatives, external stakeholders and staff have spent some time over the
last year reviewing the LandSAR 2009 Strategy. From these discussions we have developed a ‘Roadmap’
that sets out what we think LandSAR should look like in 5—10 years.
The focus of the ‘Roadmap’ is clearly on the volunteer. It is linked directly to our mission—providing
search abnd rescue services for the lost, missing and injured.
This ‘Roadmap’ document sits alongside and complements the Constitution and will inform the LandSAR
business plans and annual Performance Targets. The ‘Roadmap’ will replace the 2009 Strategy document.

Volunteer Centric Organisation

Fit for Purpose

LandSAR members are empowered,

LandSAR members clearly understand

engaged and valued.

their role, and are set up to succeed in our

We will:

purpose.

Understand volunteerism and volunteer
expectations through research and
consultation.

We will:

Reward and value volunteers.

Receive effective and appropriate training,
funding, equipment and support.

Empower members through constructive
and open communication and consultation.
Train Board and staff on volunteer
management.

Be capable, consistent and possess
appropriate capacity.

Undertake a SAR vulnerability assessment
at local, regional and national level.
Define operational roles with our members
and our stakeholders via the Competencies
Framework and communicate this to all by
Dec 2015.
Develop a Health & Safety system for
volunteers by mid-2014.
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LANDSAR ROADMAP
2013-2014

Enhancing Relationships and Partnerships

Change and Adaptability

We develop and enhance relationships with

LandSAR members embrace and respond

key stakeholders and partners.

effectively to a changing SAR environment.

We will:

We will:

Actively maintain a positive public profile.

Understand and adapt to:

Ensure that stakeholders respect,
understand and include us.
Maintain active engagement at a local,
regional and national level.
Develop a stakeholder management plan.
Develop a proactive plan to enhance our
international contacts.
Enhance our relationships with media.
Provide leadership and advocacy for better
SAR outcomes.

• New technology.
• Changing member and lost/			
missing/injured demographics.
• Develop R&D capability.
• Improve dissemination of 			
information to members.
• Provide a forum for organisation-		
wide feedback and discussion.
• Develop a member succession plan.
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LANDSAR ROADMAP
2013-2014

PROVIDING SEARCH AND RESCUE
SUPPORT FOR THE LOST, MISSING
AND INJURED

Training
LandSAR members are competent, capable
and will deliver quality SAR outcomes.
We will ensure:
Training needs and gaps are identified.
Clear training pathways are developed.
Members receive needs-driven, consistent
and fit-for-purpose training.
We all buy in to the Competency
Framework.
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TRENDS 2009-2013

50
Lives Saved

36
12

2
2009-10

2011-2012

2010-2011

2012-2013

Persons Rescued or Assisted

334
2009-10

2010-2011

445

617

294
2011-2012

2012-2013

Volunteers used during SAROPs
3,143
2,432

2,237

2010-2011

2009-10

Volunteer hours during SAROPs

16,833

2009-10

2,897

2011-2012

28,370

2012-2013

25,823

20,030

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013
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BUSINESS PLAN 2013-2014

The strategic direction and focus of LandSAR can be found in the 2013 Roadmap. This business plan
describes how and where and why LandSAR monies will be invested in 2013-2014 In order to deliver on this
Roadmap.

Volunteer-Centric Organisation

Fit for Purpose Organisation

The intended outcome is to have all Groups

The intended outcome is to have an

(including specialist Groups) demonstrably and

organisation where Group capability, capacity

tangibly supported, according to their needs,

and consistency is at the right levels for the

with advice, equipment, administration support

demand for the volunteer services in the places

and information. We will progress towards this

they operate. We will progress towards this

outcome in 2013-2014 by investing in:

outcome in 2013-2014 by investing in:

• Salaries, operating costs and travel costs

• The procurement of standards-based 		

to enable the Group Support Officers and

and continuation/refreshertraining for 		

National Operations Manager to work 		

volunteers.

directly with Groups to support them.
• National administration functions to assist
Groups to sustain themselves and meet
legal obligations.
• Development of an organisation-wide 		
health and safety management framework
• Training of Board and staff on volunteer
management.
• Provision of SAR equipment such as 		
communications and field safety
equipment.
• Reimbursement of volunteer costs 		
incurred in training and other LandSAR 		
activities.
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• Funding staff to undertake the annual 		
group panning tool/annual operational 		
audit.
Enhancing Relationships and Partnerships
The intended outcome is to have LandSAR
as a respected SAR organisation. This will
be achieved by investing in enhancing and
developing key relationships and partnerships.
In 2013-2014 we will invest in:
• Salaries and operational costs to enable
staff to work with key stakeholders and
partners.

BUSINESS PLAN 2013-2014

• Contractors to develop a communication

SAR capability, capacity and consistency of

plan for LandSAR which will include 		

all groups over time. We will progress towards

stakeholder/relationship management.

this outcome in 2013-2014 by investing in:

Change and Adaptability
The intended outcome is to become an
organisation that enables members to be best
positioned to embrace and respond effectively
to a changing SAR environment. In 2013-2014
we will progress towards this outcome by
investing in:
• Research into changing technology and
SAR demographics.
• Improving member communications. 		
through a new website and membership
database.
• Creation of online member discussion 		

• Undertaking the annual operational audit
to ascertain the need and demand for 		
training.
• Further development of the 			
Competencies Framework.
• Further development of the suite of 		
training modules.
• Supporting the operational costs 		
of standards-based training delivered to
volunteers by Tai Poutini Polytechnic.
• Procurement of continuation/refresher 		
training for volunteers.
• Specific training for specialist groups.

forums to encourage sharing of new ideas

Performance measures relating to these 		

and SAR techniques.

key investment areas can be found in the 		

Training
The intended outcome is to maintain an
organisation of volunteers that are competent,
capable and who will deliver quality SAR
outcomes. This will be achieved by fully
developing the Competencies Framework,
further developing the suite of training

2013-2014 ‘Key Performance Targets’ below.
An income & expenditure budget is also
attached to this business plan. In 2013-2014
we expect to earn an income of $2,619,618,
The expenditure budget to deliver the
investment outcomes described above is
$2,489,618. We expect a surplus of $130,000.

modules, training individuals to those
competencies, and by doing so improving the
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•

LANDSAR KEY PERFORMANCE
TARGETS 2013-2014

Volunteer Centric Organisation
Overall Outcome: We will be an organisation of empowered, engaged members who are valued and
		
have value added to them, with clear, consistent and constructive communication.

•

Intermediate Outcomes

Measure

1 Groups will feel supported according to their needs.

Volunteer web survey results show
acceptable satisfaction levels.

2 Appropriate SAR equipment and resources will be
provided to Groups.
		
		

Equipment and resources requirements 		
identified in Annual Operational Audit		
are procured for Groups, funding 		
permitting.

3 An organisation-wide Safety Management System
is developed and ready to be deployed to Groups.
		
		

Safety Management System is developed
and ready to be deployed to Groups and 		
they understand how it functions and are 		
willing to use it.

4 Board and staff receive training in volunteer
management.
		
		
		

Board and staff are able to demonstrate 		
an understanding of the requirements 		
for governing and managing a volunteer 		
organisation commensurate with their 		
levels of responsibility.

Fit For Purpose Organisation
Overall Outcome: We will be an organisation where every member has a clear understanding 		
		
of their role, and is appropriately organised to deliver on that role.

•

Intermediate Outcomes

Measure

1 A ‘SAR vulnerability’ assessment is undertaken.
		
		
		

Assessment is undertaken by end 		
2013-2014 and any actions arising
documented for volunteer and 			
stakeholder consultation.

2 An initial ‘operational needs and roles’ assessment
will be undertaken.
		
		

Assessment is undertaken by end 		
2013-2014 and any actions arising
documented for volunteer and
stakeholder consultation.

Enhancing Relationships and Partnerships
Overall Outcome: We will be the SAR organisation of choice.
Intermediate Outcomes					Measure
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1 A robust and mutually beneficial relationship with
the Police, NZSAR and RCCNZ is maintained.
		

Police, NZSAR and RCCNZ all express
acceptable levels of satisfaction with the 		
relationship with LandSAR.

2 A Communications Plan in developed that will
include a stakeholder/relationship management plan.

Communications Plan is completed by
end 2013-2014.

BUSINESS PLAN 2013-2014

•

LANDSAR KEY PERFORMANCE
TARGETS 2013-2014

Change and Adaptability
Overall Outcome: We will be an organisation that is best positioned to enable members to 			
		
embrace and respond effectively to a changing SAR environment.
Intermediate Outcomes					Measure
1 Research into SAR technology and demographics
At least one research project is
is undertaken.
				
commissioned in 2013-2014. Terms of
								reference will determine timeframe for
								
analysis and any appropriate action.

•

2 A new website is developed and options for a new
membership database are explored.
		
								

New website is developed and deployed
and options for a new membership database
are explored.

3 Online member discussion forums are developed 		
and deployed.
				
								

Forums are available and being used by 		
volunteers within LandSAR official online 		
presence.

Training
Overall Outcome: LandSAR members are competent, capable and will deliver quality SAR outcomes.
Intermediate Outcomes					Measure
1 The Annual Operational Audit will be completed 		
before end of December.

Audit is complete by 30 November 2013.

2 The Competencies Framework will be further 		
developed.						

Project to develop full Competencies
Framework is advanced to 75% completion.

3 Additional training modules will be developed and
deployed to volunteer Groups.				

The training modules are developed and
deployed to volunteers.

4 Members will receive standards-based training from
Tai Poutini Polytechnic supported by LandSAR 		
funding and staff.					
								
								

The annual Training Procurement Plan is
developed and deployed to volunteers,
and Tai Poutini Polytechnic offers training 		
courses to meet the demand identified in 		
that Plan.

5 Members will receive continuation/refresher training
The annual Training Procurement Plan is
procured and supported by LandSAR staff.		
developed and deployed to volunteers, and
								continuation/refresher training contractors
								
offer training courses to meet the demand
								
identified in that Plan.
6 Specialist Groups will receive specific training 		
The annual Training Procurement Plan is
tailored to their needs.				
developed and deployed to volunteers, 		
								and training contractors offer training 		
								
courses to Specialist Groups to meet their
								
demand as identified in that Plan.
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2013-2014 Budget

2013-2014 BUDGET

2012-2013
Full Year Actual

BUSINESS PLAN 2013-2014

Income			
Total Confirmed Funding
Total Unconfirmed Funding
Total Income

$2,083,552

$2,544,618

$217,550

$75,000

$2,301,102

$2,619,618

Less Operating Expenses			
Employment Expenses

$519,410

$410,000

Administration Costs (non-OSC)

$149,239

$0

Training (non-OSC)

$260,280

$210,000

Travel

$77,752

$75,000

Vehicles

$89,724

$70,000

Governance

$47,054

$40,000

Outdoor Safety Committee (OSC)

$1,215,659

$1,684,618

Total Expenses

$2,359,120

$2,489,618

-$58,018

$130,000

Budget Surplus/Deficit		

Note			
For 2013/14 Continuation/Refresher training
has been shifted to OSC funding. $291,000
has been budgeted under the OSC expense
area for this.
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GROUPS, SPECIALIST DISCIPLINES
AND ADVISORY BODIES LANDSAR
GROUPS (ALL GSOs)

This year all Groups, including the specialists’ teams from around the country, continued to provide land
search and rescue support services to the Police and to a lesser degree the Rescue Coordination Centre.
This valuable community service, requiring many hundreds of hours of volunteer time, assisted in the
saving of lives and the reduction of suffering whilst significantly reducing the social costs to the country
incurred from fatalities in the back country.

The scope of some Groups has increased

to access the search area due to inclement

by actively assisting local authorities with civil

weather or other limiting factors.

defence type emergencies like flooding and
earthquakes such as those occurring around
Seddon. These outreach type assignments
providing reconnaissance, public information
and reassurance services to the affected
communities. The future may also see land
search and rescue Groups getting involved
in other community response activities such
as bio security threats coordinated by the
Ministry of Primary Industries.

And although there is generally an increased
positivity within the membership about all
things SAR there are a number of issues
and challenges that most Groups are
experiencing—and one in particular is the
lowering of operational tempo brought about
by the increasing use of technology by the
back country user. PLBs, cell phones and
other satellite communicators now enable
the lost, missing or injured person to contact

LandSAR is also increasing scope by

the authorities directly advising them of the

developing a regional ground based response

situation and their location. This frequently

capability to track 121.5 MHz homing signals

results in a recovery or rescue type operation

from Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs) using

for what previously might have been a search,

hand held direction finding equipment—this

and possibly one of protracted duration. It is

is in the event of a helicopter being unable

also surmised that the affordability and use of
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GPS units is minimizing the lost scenarios of

of LandSAR specific training well beyond the

the past. This reduction in operational activity

traditional SAR subjects—the emergence of

can make it problematic to motivate members

courses such as Swiftwater Awareness and

and maintain morale and interest within the

ATV Safety being examples of this with more

Groups.

to come to cater for the special needs of

Another issue for some Groups is the
escalating work and life commitments of their
members, and like a lot of other volunteer
and community based organisations,
including clubs, LandSAR people are finding
it increasingly difficult to make themselves
available for operational call outs, training and
other Group activities.
LandSAR volunteers spend more time training
than doing any other activity and fortunately
this is an area which has seen significant
progress in the last year. The turmoil of the
last couple of years is slowly but steadily
being replaced by improving relationships
with the training providers and a general
enhancement of the training delivery. The
SARACE funding model and the governance
of that by NZSAR has also allowed the SAR
sector to collaborate on some of the more
generic training topics such as leadership and
risk management whilst broadening the scope
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the membership, particularly when it comes
to keeping our people safe. The continuing
development of the modular training
packages coupled with the ‘Train the Trainers’
courses will allow the Groups to take more
control of their own in-house training whilst
attaining national consistency and capability
against the operational competencies.
And finally the hard work and dedication of
the non-operational aspects of LandSAR has
to be acknowledged, in particular the Group
chairs and secretaries and other executive
members who provide the leadership, energy
and inspiration to develop and maintain
the response capabilities and capacities to
ensure we continue to be a fit for purpose
organisation serving our communities.

OPERATIONS

Operational Tracking (GSO—Ian Newman)

• The verbal and written feedback given to

A 10 year national tracking strategy has been

each participant on their performance was

developed which provides a destination and

well received and is a model for the future

a pathway for advanced operational tracking
activities and a framework for the operational
competencies for those aspiring to be

• The good results of the Dunedin and 		
Hamilton tracking teams on SAROP’s.
• The success of the Hamilton Combined

operational trackers at the various levels of

Search Team (trackers and search dog) on

proficiency.

several SAROP’s during the year.

The successes this year were:
• The Tracking/Search Dog workshops 		
explored the concept of Combined Search
Teams (CST) and developed draft SOP’s
for their use.
• The Operational Tracking Introduction (OTI)
and Operational Tracking (OT) courses
went well and received great feedback.
• The integration of the Tracking Team 		
Leader (OTTL) course with the Operational
Tracking course went well and will be 		
adopted for all future courses
• The use of a RNZAF Iroquois on the OT/
OTTL courses for the tactical leapfrogging
of tracking teams was successful although
it took a while for team leaders to come
to terms with being able to request and

• The forming of a Tauranga tracking team
(who work closely with Hamilton).
• The Tracking Competition hosted by 		
Dunedin.
Challenges for the future:
• Conducting Operational Tracking courses
in the North Island.
• Developing other Tracking and Combined
Search Teams in other regions.
• Developing a Tracking Competition as an
island or national event.
• Identifying and developing LandSAR 		
Tracking Instructors.
• Training IMT personnel to use Operational
Tracking Teams and Combined Search
Teams.

task a helicopter themselves
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Alpine Cliff Rescue (ACR) (GSO—Pete Zimmer)

they had arrived in the day before with a

There are currently six ACR teams

human long line. The helicopter then flew to

operationally available for alpine SAR support

the accident site and the Tasman team and

in NZ. Two teams operate in the North

the patient were evacuated via the human

Island and four in the South Island. Of the

longline. A simple effective collaborative

six teams, five are attached to their local

approach all conducted in a high altitude and

LandSAR Group. The Ruapehu Alpine Rescue

high risk alpine environment by trained and

Organisation (RARO) is a standalone Group.

experienced LandSAR specialist backcountry

ACR teams do not only operate in the

technical rescue practitioners.

high alpine environment but can be found

A first for ACR teams in 2012 is the support

operating in many other steep or difficult

from the Morgan Foundation. This support

locations that require a technical rescue

has been gratefully and thankfully received

capability.

by the ACR community. It assists with

One example of high altitude cooperation was

new rescue equipment and allows for gear

the rescue of a climber who had fallen into a

replacements. The support also provides

crevasse at around 2850 m on Glacier Peak

welcome assistance for training—especially

on 7 March 2013. The Tasman ACR team

with helicopter human long line training.

out of Fox Glacier Township was first on the
scene; stabilised and stayed the night with the
patient. That was necessary as the weather
had closed in. The Aoraki / Mt Cook team had
come over the Main Divide to provide back
up; couldn’t get to the scene and had to stay
at Pioneer Hut for the night. The next morning
the weather had improved; the Aoraki / Mt
Cook team rigged up the rescue helicopter
Robyn Beers-Bekedam
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Human long lining is an important tool for all

To improve our administration and

LandSAR ACR teams and funding can often

transparency we have introduced a better

be difficult to get for this type of training. From

documented training pathway and new

the ACR folks, a big thank you to the Morgan

technology to make the information more

Foundation for the support of the LandSAR

accessible (via Google docs and D4H).

cause.

We have also finally resolved the legal case

Advising LandSAR and the ACR teams is

that had been brought against the Group

the Backcountry Technical Rescue Advisory

which now allows us to plan ahead with more

Group (BTRAG), a LandSAR supported

certainty.

advisory group that originated from the grass
roots of our specialist backcountry technical
rescue membership. The initial project for
BTRAG is a helicopter longline current best
practice document. Another BTRAG project
is a review of the 2002 Backcountry Rescue
Standards.
LandSAR Dogs (GSO—Mike Ambrose)

Our training camps have received positive
feedback and we continue to improve the
effectiveness and efficient of our training
activities. The combined tracking team
initiative has been well received and appears
to be very effective.
Because of the lower numbers of North Island
avalanche teams we will look at how we

John Evans reports that LandSAR Dogs has

can best structure training and assessment

continued to develop and train new teams

activities in this area. We are also looking at

this year and now have coverage in new areas

how we can assist and grow our small pool of

(like the Central North Island). We are also

trainers and assessors to better manage our

seeing that the teams coming through the

training ratios and their workload!

‘new’ training system are effective in the field

We recognise and appreciate the great

and are finding lost parties.

support of both LandSAR and the local
LandSAR teams who work directly with our
members.
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CaveSAR (GSO—Pete Corbett)

new cave systems and passages have been

Oz Patterson reports that it’s very positive

discovered and the indication are this trend is

to see the commitment to training by the

set to continue.

CaveSAR members, both within their Groups

CaveSAR will continue to grow its expertise

and formally through LandSAR training, with

and skill levels, and looks forward to the

good participation at all levels. CaveSAR has

continued support of LandSAR NZ.

very capable and committed members and
we have good resourcing thanks to LandSAR
funding.
The three yearly the South Island Deep Cave
SAREX was held in March, this is our main
cave rescue training event for cavers from
all over New Zealand. The SAREX helped
us identify future training and equipment
requirements and tested the management
systems that provide support to the
underground teams. A major cave rescue is a

A technical working group was convened
during the year to consider and propose
improvements to the way in which LandSAR
volunteers are involved in incidents in or
around hazardous moving water. The Group
comprised representatives of local LandSAR
Groups, kayaking and rafting recreational
and industry groups and it was facilitated by
LandSAR GSO Mike Ambrose.

national deployment of cavers. This Deepcave

This capability has previously been referred

Sarex involved over 100 personal including

to as “Swiftwater” technical rescue within

other LandSAR volunteers.

LandSAR but one of the first proposals of

Our main challenge is to keep cavers rescue
skills at a high level to enable a successful
rescue from our many major, extensive and
deep cave systems. In the last 30 years,
on average, over 10 kilometres per year of
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River SAR (GSO—Mike Ambrose)

the working group is to rename it as River
SAR, to better reflect the scope of the
specialty and to differentiate it from maritime
operations and existing, international uses of
the Swiftwater tag. In looking at the scope of
the response capacity that can be provided

OPERATIONS

through the LandSAR framework, the Group
has identified that rendering assistance to
river users in peril, in time critical situations, is
likely to be precluded by response time and
distance issues. The focus of the work will
instead be standardisation and improvement
of capabilities for river search and recovery
operations and general SAROPs that intersect
with or occur near significant bodies of
moving water. The Group agreed that a
regional approach to forming, supporting
and deploying specialist RSAR resources
will probably work best with Regional RSAR
Advisors (perhaps six people nationwide)
being key roles. It is proposed that Regional
Advisors will each have a number of RSAR
Team Leaders to call upon. Whilst all RSAR
Team Members will be required to have
a good level of relevant, personal water
competency, national standardisation will
aim at ensuring that Regional Advisors and
Team Leaders have a consistent level of SAR
specific training and expertise.

Toby Barach

RELATIONSHIPS AND
ORGANISATIONAL MANAGEMENT

LANDSAR SCOREBOARD
TARGETS 2012-2013

Final Score

Final
Assessment

Target Outcome

Responsibility

1

Build a robust and
8% CEO/
mutually beneficial		
Chair
relationship with the			
Police, NZSAR and 			
RCCNZ. 			

Police, NZSAR, RCCNZ
Relationship is robust 7%
all express acceptable
and mutually
levels of satisfaction with
beneficial.			
the relationship with		
LandSAR.

2

Review the Police/
2% CEO
RCCNZ MOU annually			
to ensure it reflects the			
needs of RCCNZ,			
Police and LandSAR.

Implement MOU process
to produce new by year
end.

3

Establish and deploy a
2% NOM HSE framework
health and safety risk			
developed and in place.
management 			
framework. 				

4

Ensure the national
8% CEO
reporting system 			
(manual & electronic)			
reflects the current 			
needs of LandSAR.			
				
				
				

Review and potentially
replace the existing
reporting database
system to put in place a
more user-friendly
reporting tool. Achieve
100% online reporting.

Preliminary
6%
research for
system already
undertaken with
MSC and Surf			
LifeSaviing. 90% 			
of Groups now
reporting online.

5

Establish a portfolio of 10% CEO
sustainable funding			
streams that enable 			
longer term financial			
planning.			

A portolio that protects
and builds on the Police,
NZSAR OSC and other
grant funding streams is
established.

Finances now
sustainable and
stabilised, new
streams being
investigated.

9%

6

Manage budgets to
3% CEO
standards acceptable			
to Audit and Risk			
Committee.

Meet LandSAR monthly
financial targets and
reporting requirements.

Managed as
requested.

3%

7

Ensure that LandSAR
2% CEO
has a key advocacy role			
in the development of			
legislation and other 			
areas that are important			
to the participation, 			
safety, and success of
our membership.

Ensures that LandSAR
scans new legislation or
has input into advocacy
issues that are significant
to our volunteer
membership.

Done.

2%

Total		
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Objective
Weighting

Objective

TOTAL WEIGHTING 35%

35% 		

MOU reviewed
2%
and current.		

Current H&S
framework reviewed
reviewed contract
for redevelopment let.

			

2%

31%

OPERATIONS AND TRAINING DELIVERY

8

Final Score

Final
Assessment

Target
Outcome

Responsibility

TOTAL WEIGHTING 65%

Objective
Weighting

Objective

LANDSAR SCOREBOARD
TARGETS 2012-2013

Develop and/or review, 15% NOM/ Competencies are
agree then deploy key		
NTC deployed to Groups and
competencies—			
training delivery delivering
Probationary team 			
volunteers to these
member, team member,			
competencies.
team leader				
					
					

Probationary team
10%
member and team			
member
competancies done
		
and deployed.
Contract let to
develop remainder
of all competencies.

9

Training delivery
system now largely
stable and working.
Governance group
formed at request
of CEO.

Strengthen LandSAR
5% CEO/
influence in strategic and		
NTC
tactical level decision-			
making regarding			
delivery of formal and			
informal training to			
volunteers.			

Delivery of training to
LandSAR volunteers is
consistent with demand
for training as ascertained
by LandSAR through GPT
process and other demand
analysis activities.

4%

10 Review Group
15% NOM/ Apply ‘Group Planning Tool’ Done		
operational and		
FSOs and analyse results to
training capability, 			
ascertain Group needs.
capacity and consistency
and establish need for
training and equipment.

14%

11 Facilitate delivery of
15% NTC/
training to Groups to 		
FSOs
achieve outcomes stated			
in the National Training			
Strategy and the annual 			
training calendar. 			
			
				
				
				

SMSG to complete the
following projects in
2012-13
•Health and Safety Risk
Management framework
for volunteers.
•Operational forms project.
•Response guidelines
•Resource tracking
guidelines.

Forms, response
guidelines, and
tracking guidelines
all completed. Also
input into
Competencies and
H&S framework
progress.

8%

12 Develop an induction
5% NOM
process for new 			
members with both 			
national and local 			
content.

Design and formulate an
induction process that will
support local recruitment
and retention of volunteers.

Not started.
Priority revalidated.

0%

Total

65%

50%
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LANDSAR GROUPS

Far North Search & Rescue Organisation Inc

Northland Search & Rescue

Auckland Land Search & Rescue
Kuaotunu LandSearch & Rescue
Tairua-Pauanui Land Search and Rescue Inc
Thames Land Search & Rescue Inc
Paeroa Search & Rescue
Waihi LandSAR
Tauranga Search & Rescue
Hamilton Search & Rescue
Waitomo Search & Rescue Inc

Whakatane Land
Search & Rescue

Rotorua LandSAR
Taupo Search & Rescue Group

Gisborne Land
Search & Rescue

Turangi Search & Rescue Group

Taranaki Search & Rescue Group

Wairoa Search &
Rescue Inc

Ruapehu Search & Rescue Group
Taihape Search & Rescue Group

Wanganui Search
& Rescue Inc

Hawke’s Bay Search &
Rescue
Tararua Search & Rescue Club Inc

Palmerston North Land Search & Rescue and Rescue
Advisory Committee Inc
Golden Bay Search & Rescue

Horowhenua Search & Rescue
Committee
Wairarapa Search & Rescue Inc

Motueka Search & Rescue
Search & Rescue Nelson Inc

Wellington Land Search & Rescue Inc

Search & Rescue Karamea
Westport Land Search & Rescue Inc

Marlborough Search & Rescue

Murchison Search and Rescue Group

Kaikoura Search & Rescue

Reefton Search & Rescue Squad

Hanmer Springs Search & Rescue

Greymouth LandSAR
Hokitika LandSAR Group

Hurunui Land Search & Rescue Group

Arthur’s Pass Rescue

Oxford Search & Rescue
Christchurch Search & Rescue

South Westland Search & Rescue

Ellesmere Search & Rescue
Haast LandSAR

Methven Search
& Rescue Inc

South Canterbury Group

LandSAR
Wanaka
Wakatipu
LandSAR

Rakaia Search & Rescue

Central Otago SAR
North Otago Search & Rescue Inc
Dunedin District Land Search & Rescue Committee
Clutha District Search & Rescue
Catlins Search & Rescue

Fiordland SAR Committee

Eastern Southland Combined SAR
Southland Search & Rescue
Stewart Island/Rakiura Search & Rescue
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Banks Peninsula Search &
Rescue Club Inc

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

Unfortunately the 2012-2013 year saw us record a deficit of $58,000, against a budgeted surplus of
$19,000. The key factors contributing to the deficit in the 2012-2013 year were: An increased spend on
Continuation and Refresher Training of $158,000 ($70,000 more than budgeted); and a shortfall in grant
income of $102,000 (which was applied for principally to fund training).

While it is disappointing that we recorded

for training exercises, and the Macpac

another deficit for the 2012-2013 year,

partnership has delivered over $15,000

the Board made a conscious decision to

in donations and protective clothing to

fund the additional training requested by

LandSAR.

volunteers. We funded this from reserves
in the knowledge that significant additional
funding of $291,000 had been confirmed by
the Lotteries Outdoor Safety Committee for
the 2013-2014 year.

The outlook for 2013-2014 is positive. We
received an excellent response to our 20132014 application to the Lotteries Outdoor
Safety Committee, and as a result we will
have $469,000 more in Lotteries funding

The transfer of the administration function

available to us in 2013-2014 than we spent in

to Christchurch and a restructuring of the

2012-2013.

national office team has significantly reduced
salaries and overhead costs (down by
$317,000 from the previous year) and these
savings are expected to be ongoing.

The board is confident that we will return to
surplus in 2013-2014 and will apply that to
rebuilding reserves to a more
appropriate level.

Another highlight of 2012-2013 has been the
support of Morgan Foundation and Macpac
for our volunteers. Morgan Foundation’s

GREG BISHOP, Deputy Chair and Chair Audit and
Risk Committee

$50,000 per annum donation has been
applied to the purchase of specialist alpine
rescue equipment and helicopter support
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